Due to an oversight, in the original article, there was a mistake in the Author Contributions statement and CR and UH were accidentally credited with writing the paper. The corrected Author Contributions statement should read:

BSH, CR, UH, FS, and BT designed the research, BSH performed the research, BSH and CR analyzed the data, BSH interpreted the data and wrote the paper. All authors corrected the manuscript and gave final approval of the version to be published.

Furthermore, there was an error in affiliation 2 which was mistakenly published as JARA-BRAIN Institute 1: Structure Function Relationship, RWTH Aachen University, Aachen, Germany

The correct version is

JARA-BRAIN Institute 1: Structure Function Relationship, Jülich, Germany. The authors apologize for the oversights. These errors do not change the scientific conclusions of the article in any way.
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